C. Lab

- The lab is mostly anatomy. Lab Practicals, or exams, will mostly consist of you identifying structures.

  This is a dissection lab.

  You cannot expect to do well in the lab without spending quite a bit of time outside of lab preparing. I provide you with a large amount of resources to help you prepare in our Learning Lab. You should expect to spend 2 hours per week before lab preparing for the lab, and 2 hours per week after lab, getting ready for a quiz and the eventual exam (Practical).

- Mandatory Lab Screencasts to be watched before coming to lab.

  **Carl Shows the Lab Screencast portion of his website, and its navigation**

  This material heard on the videos will not be repeated in the lab settings. I will quickly summarize what you will be doing in lab, and then you will get ready for your Practical using your Wordlists and Lab Guides (If available; see below), and the images in your lab book.

  To get to the videos, follow these instructions. These instructions assume you have seen the video “Homepage Navigation”:

  1. Go to my homepage.
  2. Find the button on the main field that says “Videos: Lecture and Lab”. It may be on the homepage, or it might be necessary to first click on your “Virtual Classroom” (A&P1, A&P2, or General A&P).
  3. Click the button. Next, click on “Lab Videos”

- Word Lists (currently available).

  **Carl Shows the Lab Materials portion of his website, and its navigation**

  These tell you what are the main terms in each lab. This is simply a checklist, the mandatory lab videos will go through these terms (see later).

  The Lab Wordlists account for 90% of what will be on the lab practical. I occasionally put something of the Practical that is not on the Wordlists. This will usually be material I mentioned on the Mandatory Lab videos. However, this will account for less than 10% of the Practical.

  To get to the wordlists, follow these instructions. These instructions assume you have seen the video “Homepage Navigation”:

  1. Go to my homepage.
  2. Find the button on the main field that says “Download Lab Wordlists, Etc.” It may be on the homepage, or it might be necessary to first click on your “Virtual Classroom” (A&P1, A&P2, or General A&P).
  3. Click the button. Scroll down the page to see all the wordlists. Notice that there are other materials, also … but you want to print out anything that says “Wordlist”.

- Lab Guides (as made available). These do not have to be printed out. You can follow them on a laptop or hand-held device. I have lap-top computers in lab you can borrow, also.

  **Carl Shows the Lab Guides portion of his website, and its navigation**

  These guides will not be collected as assignments. They are there to help you get through lab, and study in our Learning Lab.

  The “Pre-lab guides” should be done after watching the videos. They help you make sure you got everything you need off the videos. You do not have to print them out; they will not be collected.
The “In Lab Guides” will help you get through the models, dissections, & other materials in labs. Again, they will not be collected. They can be viewed on a laptop or hand-held device within the lab or Learning Lab.

NOTE: Keep a separate lab notebook. There will be a lot of printouts, and you will want them organized so you can easily find materials. If you print out the Lab Guides, keep them separate from your Wordlists. I suggest using “stick-on tabs” to organize the materials better!

To get to the lab guides, follow these instructions. These instructions assume you have seen the video “Homepage Navigation”:
1. Go to my homepage.
2. Find the button on the main field that says “Download Lab Guides”. It may be on the homepage, or it might be necessary to first click on your “Virtual Classroom” (A&P1, A&P2, or General A&P).
3. Click the button. Scroll down the page to see all the lab guides. Notice that there are some to use before lab, after watching the videos, while others are meant to be viewed in lab.

- Online Quizzes

*Carl Shows the Lab Quiz portion of his website, and its navigation*

Do online quiz of last week’s lab before coming, as there will be an in-lab quiz every week, covering the material from the previous lab. The in-class quiz will be timed, during the first 5 minutes of lab. DO NOT COME TO LAB LATE, or you will miss the quiz. I will drop a few (1 or 2) at the end of the semester, so there are NO makeups. NO EXCEPTIONS.

To get to the online quizzes, follow these instructions. These instructions assume you have seen the video “Homepage Navigation”:
1. Go to my homepage.
2. Find the button on the left-side navigation bar that says “Online Quizzes”. If you scroll over that button, different classes will pop-up (A&P1, A&P2, or General A&P). Choose your class.
3. Pick your browser.
4. Scroll down the page to see all the quizzes. The column on the left side is lecture quizzes; the column on the right side is lab quizzes.
5. Follow your calendar to know which quiz to choose.
- First Week Of Classes, and lab:

We will be having lab the first week of class.

You should look at the “Mandatory Lab Videos” before coming to lab. I have clearly marked them on the website. There is a direct link on the homepage, and they are marked in a “GOLD BOX” on the lab video page.

Coming to lab without having watched these videos will put you at a disadvantage.

You should also print out the “Lab Guide” for that lab.

Sometimes, depending on the Madison College schedule, you may be missing your lab. If that is the case, it is you responsibility to make up that lab.

You may go to one of my other lab sections the first week, if your schedule permits. Conversely, you may use the Learning Lab. You can use the Lab Guide to help you through the material. Also, I and the SI will schedule some time in the Learning Lab the first week to help you.